Hibbing City Council voted to purchase properties for potential Memorial Building expansion.
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Red Elks build Secret Santa Tree outside of Guardian Angels Health and Rehabilitation Center in Hibbing. (Mesabi Tribune)

SECRET SANTAS BRIGHTEN CHRISTMAS AT HIBBING HOME

There are still opportunities to help out!

By Marie Tolonen

Hibbing City Council voted 5-2 Wednesday evening to purchase four properties west of the Memorial Building (directly across 4th Avenue East) that the city is looking at eventually purchasing, but City Administrator Pete Hyde said earlier this week that the owners of the four properties the council agreed to purchase are looking to sell before the end of the year.

The move comes one day after the city council held a special meeting to discuss future plans for the Memorial Building and how from Hibbing on the issue. The hearing, which was live streamed, was well attended and featured a handful of speakers. At one point, after a resident spoke in favor of the expansion and renovation, most of the residents in the chamber clapped enthusiastically.

Up until this week, the city has mostly been in the study and discussion phase of the potential project, which Mayor Rick Camnita reminded the public Tuesday is in the “concept” phase.

Still, it has been a topic for many years and at various times there have been public meetings, planning sessions, and city council backed concept studies about the idea.

The vote in favor of purchasing the properties opens the door for officials to take the next steps on the potential project, which Mayor Rick Camnita reminded the public Tuesday is in the “concept” phase.
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